This paper deals with the existence and multiplicity of symmetric solutions for a class of singular quasilinear elliptic systems involving multiple critical Hardy-Sobolev exponents in a bounded symmetric domain. Based upon the symmetric criticality principle of Palais and variational methods, we establish several existence and multiplicity results of G-symmetric solutions under certain appropriate hypotheses on the weighted functions and the parameters. MSC: 35J25; 35J60; 35J65
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the existence and multiplicity of nontrivial solutions for the following singular quasilinear elliptic system: On the other hand, there have been many papers concerned with the existence and multiplicity of solutions for singular elliptic systems in recent years. Many results were obtained in these publications and these results give us a good insight into the corresponding problems. As an example, Huang and Kang [] discussed the following singular semilinear elliptic system:
where However, as far as we know, the existence and multiplicity of G-symmetric solutions for singular elliptic systems have seldom been studied; we only find some symmetric results for singular elliptic systems in [, ] and when G = O(N) some radial and nonradial results for nonsingular elliptic systems in [] . Inspired by [, , ], in the present paper, we are concerned with the existence and multiplicity of G-symmetric solutions for system (.). The main difficulties lie in the fact that there are not only the singular perturbations |x| -dp * d |u| q  - u|v| q  and |x| -dp
, but also the nonlinear strong-coupled terms m i=
Compared with problems (.) and (.), the singular quasilinear elliptic problem (.) becomes more complicated to deal with and thus we have to face more difficulties. To our knowledge, even in the particular cases μ = a = b = , p = , λ ≥  and ς i >  (i = , . . . , m), there are few results on the existence of G-symmetric solutions for (.). Many attractive and challenging topics on singular elliptic systems remain unsolved. Consequently, it makes sense for us to investigate system (.) thoroughly. Let K  >  be a constant. Note that here we will try to treat both the cases of λ = ,
This paper is divided into four sections, schemed as follows. In Section , we will set up the variational framework which is applicable to the discussion of problem (.), and we will state the main results of this paper. In Section , we present the proofs of several existence and multiplicity results for the cases λ =  and K(x) ≡ K  in (.). In Section , we detail the proofs of existence results for the cases λ >  and K(x) ≡ K  in (.). Our methods in this paper are mainly based upon the symmetric criticality principle of Palais (see [] ) and variational arguments.
Preliminaries and main results
Let O(N) be the group of orthogonal linear transformations of R N with natural action, and let G ⊂ O(N) be a closed subgroup. For x =  we denote the cardinality of G x = {gx; g ∈ G} by |G x | and set |G| = inf  =x∈R N |G x |. Note that here |G| may be +∞. We call a G- 
. If b = a +  and q = p, then p * b = p and the following weighted Hardy inequality holds (see [] ):
where μ = (
By the weighted Hardy inequality (.), we find that the above norm is equivalent to the usual norm ( |x| -ap |∇u| p dx) /p . Moreover, we define the product space (W ,p a ( ))  endowed with the norm
For a bounded and G-symmetric domain  ∈ ⊂ R N , the natural functional space to study problem (.) is the Banach space (W ,p a,G ( ))  , which is the subspace of (W ,p a ( ))  consisting of all G-symmetric functions. In this paper we are concerned with the following problems:
To mention our main results, we need to introduce two notations A μ and y (x), which are, respectively, defined by
and
, we find that A μ is independent of and y (x) satisfies the equations 
. Moreover, the following asymptotic properties at the origin and infinity for U μ (r) and U μ (r) hold:
where C  , C  are positive constants and
Furthermore, there exist the positive constants
We suppose that the function K(x) verifies the following hypotheses.
The main results of this paper are summarized in the following. 
In what follows, we denote by (W
The ball of center x and radius r is denoted by B r (x). We employ C, C i (i = , , . . .) to denote the positive constants, and denote by '→' convergence in norm in a given Banach space X and by ' ' weak convergence. A functional F ∈ C  (X, R) is said to satisfy the (PS) c condition if each sequence
* has a subsequence which strongly converges to some element in X. Hereafter, o n () denotes a datum which tends to  as n → ∞.
Existence and multiplicity results for problem (P K

)
The energy functional corresponding to problem (P
By (K.), (.) and the Young inequality, we easily verify that E ∈ C  ((W 
Proof Similar to the proof of [, Lemma ] (see also [, Proposition .]).
where τ min >  is a minimal point of h(τ ) and therefore a root of the equation
, m). Then we have the following statements:
Proof The proof is similar to that of [, Theorem ] and is omitted here. In order to find critical points of E , we need the following local (PS) c condition.
Lemma . Suppose that (K.) and (K.) hold. Then the (PS) c condition in (W
Proof The proof is similar to that in [, Proposition ]. We sketch the argument here for completeness. Let {(u n , v n )} ⊂ (W ,p a,G ( ))  be a (PS) c sequence for E with c < c *  . Then we easily see from (.) and (.) that {(u n , v n )} is bounded in (W ,p a,G ( ))  , and we may
In view of Lemma ., there exist measures 
. , m).
We define two functions
, and consequently, combining (.) and the Hölder inequality, we have
Taking limits as → , we conclude from (.) and the relations (a)-(c) of Lemma . that
The above inequality means that the concentration of the measures σ () , σ () and ν (i) cannot occur at points where
For the point x = , similarly to the case x j = , we get
This, combined with (e) of Lemma ., implies that either
We now rule out cases (ii) and (iv). For every continuous nonnegative function ψ such that  ≤ ψ(x) ≤  on , we obtain from (.) and (.) that
If (ii) occurs, then the set J must be finite because the measures σ () , σ () and ν If we assume the existence of j ∈ J with x j =  such that (ii) holds, then we choose ψ with compact support so that ψ(gx j ) =  for each g ∈ G and we get
a contradiction with (.). Similarly, if (iv) holds for x = , we choose ψ with compact support so that ψ() =  and we find
which contradicts (.). Thus σ
. . , m) for all j ∈ J ∪ {}, and therefore we get
As an immediate consequence of Lemma . we have the following result. Proof of Theorem . Firstly, we choose >  such that assumption (.) holds, where V = φy / φy μ fulfills (.)-(.). In view of (K.), we find from (.) and (.) that
Therefore there exist constants α  >  and ρ >  such that
with t ≥ , then we easily deduce that (t) has a unique maximum in positive t at some t at which d (t)/dt becomes zero. A simple computation gives us this value
Consequently, we obtain from (.) and (.) that
On the other hand, since E (tV ,
Lemma ., we obtain from (.), (.), (.) and (.) that
If c  < c *  , then by Lemma . the (PS) c condition holds and the conclusion follows by the mountain pass theorem in Ref.
[] (see also [] 
Consequently, either (t) = E (tV , tτ min V ) =  and we are done, or γ can be deformed to a path γ ∈ with max t∈[,] E ( γ (t)) < c  , which is impossible. Hence we obtain a nontrivial solution
. In the following, we have just to show that the solution (u  , v  ) can be chosen to be positive on . Since E (u  , v  ) = E (|u  |, |v  |) and
we find that 
Set V = φy / φy μ ; then by (.) and (.) we derive
Proof of Corollary . Since K(x) is radially symmetric, namely K(x) = K(|x|), we find that the corresponding group G = O(N) and |G| = +∞. According to Corollary ., E satisfies the (PS) c condition for every c ∈ R. Consequently, by Theorem . we obtain the conclusion.
Existence results for problem (P
Throughout this section we assume that λ >  and K(x) ≡ K  >  is a constant. Since we are interested in positive G-symmetric solutions of problem (P
where 
Hence we find from (.) that F λ is well defined, F λ ∈ C  ((W ,p a,G ( ))  , R) and there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the weak solutions of (P K  λ ) and the critical points of F λ . Furthermore, an analogously symmetric criticality principle of Lemma . clearly holds; thus the weak solutions of problem (P Then by (.), there exists n  ≥  such that for n ≥ n  , we obtain 
